A multiresolution prostate representation for automatic segmentation in magnetic resonance images.
Accurate prostate delineation is necessary in radiotherapy processes for concentrating the dose onto the prostate and reducing side effects in neighboring organs. Currently, manual delineation is performed over magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) taking advantage of its high soft tissue contrast property. Nevertheless, as human intervention is a consuming task with high intra- and interobserver variability rates, (semi)-automatic organ delineation tools have emerged to cope with these challenges, reducing the time spent for these tasks. This work presents a multiresolution representation that defines a novel metric and allows to segment a new prostate by combining a set of most similar prostates in a dataset. The proposed method starts by selecting the set of most similar prostates with respect to a new one using the proposed multiresolution representation. This representation characterizes the prostate through a set of salient points, extracted from a region of interest (ROI) that encloses the organ and refined using structural information, allowing to capture main relevant features of the organ boundary. Afterward, the new prostate is automatically segmented by combining the nonrigidly registered expert delineations associated to the previous selected similar prostates using a weighted patch-based strategy. Finally, the prostate contour is smoothed based on morphological operations. The proposed approach was evaluated with respect to the expert manual segmentation under a leave-one-out scheme using two public datasets, obtaining averaged Dice coefficients of 82% ± 0.07 and 83% ± 0.06, and demonstrating a competitive performance with respect to atlas-based state-of-the-art methods. The proposed multiresolution representation provides a feature space that follows a local salient point criteria and a global rule of the spatial configuration among these points to find out the most similar prostates. This strategy suggests an easy adaptation in the clinical routine, as supporting tool for annotation.